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Summary of Results <. 

(a) The MIT microwiggler prototype produced on-axis magnetic
fields of nearly 5 kG. Tuning was used to reduce random
and systematic wiggler errors to 0.5%. Temperature
measurements show that 0.5 msec, 5 kG pulses can be
produced at 1 Hz at an operating temperature of 40' C
above room temperature. I f

'(b) We are collaborating with the Brookhaven National
Laboratory to develop a I = 532 nm FEL using a 70-period
microwiggler and a 50 MeV RF LINAC. Preliminary
simulations show that oscillator operation is attainable.

(r4 We have made preliminary measurements of a 20-period
subsection of the MIT microwiggler. Saturation
characteristics are acceptable and field uniformity
without tuning is around 1% RMS.

The enclosed photograph shows the partially
assembled microwiggler whose completed length will
consist of 70 periods. [/''.L

(d) The Appendix contains a reprint of our most recent paper
together with a copy of a poster presented at the APS
Conference in Cincinnati, Nov. 1990.
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A Planar Electromagnet Microwiggler For Free
Electron Lasers

RICHARD STONER. SHIEN CHI CHEN, AND GEORGE BEKEFI

Absraci- e have designed and tested an electromagnet planar mi- nated Microsil (silicon-iron) cores. Each core consists of
emu iggler for use in free electron lasers (FEL's). constructed of cur- seven laminations of dimensions 1.27 x 3.81 x 0.0356
fwt conductors ,ound on ferromagnetic cores. A prutot pe %ith a pe- c
ie ofI cm and gap of 0.5 cm produced a peal ield on axis in excess m. Fig. ! illustrates the geometry. The test piece has a

sf4.6 kG. with a linear B/H characteristic it) about 3.2 kG. The field tunable amplitude with the current delivered to each half-
dreach half-periodofthemiggler is independentl% tunable b% adjusting period, adjustable by means of a precision potentiometer.
lhe current delisered Iv each. thus allouing for precision tuning and; Each coil consists of 50 turns of 32 AWG copper wire
orwigglertapering.'Aemplo.' generalscalinglas itopredicttheper- (0.0202 cm diam.) and has a resistance of 2.4 Q. The
brmance of a geometricall. similar design %ith a period of 5 mm. coils are connected in parallel and the wiggler is ener-

1. INTRODUCTION gized by a simple pulser circuit consisting of an air-core
inductor (L = 1.3 mH) and a bank of six 1500 AF ca-

S HORT-PERIOD ( 1-10 rm) wigglers for free =lec- pacitors connected in parallel. The resulting waveform is
iron laser (FELl applications have been a subject of an underdamped sine wave. The pulser is fired bN an SCR

considerable interest 1]]-161. The use of such a micro- which commutates off at the first zero crossing of the cur-
wiggler permits higher frequency radiation to be gener- rent. Hence the wiggler is energized by a single positive
ated with a device which is more compact than one em- current pulse. The full period of the underdamped wave-
ploying Aigglers of standard lengths (typically 3-10 cm). form is about 22 ms.

Reduced length scales impl. that fabricatton imperfec- The wiggler field amplitude as a function of the input
tions become increasingl. more serious. Field amplitude current density was measured and is shown plotted in Fig.
tunability, as a means of compensating for the resulting 2. The results of a Poisson simulation are seen to match
random field errors, becomes a particularl% important at- the data quite well-this is partly fortuitous, since we
tribute for a microh iggler design. Field amplitude tun- made no effort to model the permeability of our particular
abilit. also has a general usefulness for applications like material. The probe was located at a peak near the central
field tapering for FEL efficiency enhancement. The use of part of the wiggler; the input current was measured using
electromagnets permits such tunability. moreover. a a Rogowski coil and the field was measured by means "f
planar geometr% wiggler readily lends itself to a tunable a Hall probe gaussmeter, using a specially designed rr i-
configuration inasmuch as it can be made of discrete elec- iature probing tip. The current values shown are those
omagnets. bon e by the 32 AWG wire: A current of 20 A corre-

This paper describes a neu planar electromagnet micro- sponds to a current density of 6.24 x 10' A /cm2.
wiggler design and the measurements of its performance. Note that B as a function of I is quite linear to about
The work is an outgrowth of earlier studies 16]. Section 3.2 kG. The 3-kG linear field regime of our design ex-
II presents experimental results. Section III discusses the tends further than those of ferro-core designs reported
design of our nev prototype test piece and uses general previously 11], [2]. 16]. Fig. 3 shows a Poisson-generated
scaling laws to predict the performance of geometrically flux map of our prototype in its linear B/I regime. The
similar designs at reduced length scales. It is shown that regions of highest flux density in the cores occur inside
the attainable time-averaged value of the magnetic field the windings. which are thus purposely displaced toward
in pulsed-mode operation remains constant as the size is the polefaces relative to the center of the cores. The closer
decreased. to the polefaces the highest flux density region occurs. the

I. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS higher will be the fields at the polefaces (and on the wig-
gler axis) when the cores saturate. The windings do not

We have constructed a four-period microwiggler o- extend along the entire ferro-core since in such a config-
totype with a period of 160.2 mm and gap of 5.1 mm con- uration the highest flux density occurs at the center of the

cores, well back from the polefaces. leading to the onset

Manuscripi received October 10. 1989. revised Februars 6. 1990 This of saturation at relatively low field levels.
worS was supported b.' the Office of Naval Research. Fig. 4 shows the prototype's measured. untuned. on-

The authors ar with the Department of Physics. Research Labomtors axis magnetic field profile. Poisson calculations of the
of Electronics and Plasma1 Fu ,on Center. Massachusetts Institute of Tech- peak fields are also shown. There is very little higher har-
aolog%. Cambridge. MA 0119

IEEE LoS Number 9035370 monic content in the field. This is mainly due to the large

0093-381319010600-0387$01.00 C 1990 IEEE
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- Fig. 4. Measured wiggler hetd profle Laken along the wiggler ,:Z) axis

without tuning. The continuous curve is the measured data. POison-
calculated values for the peaks are shown as crose%.

due to the favorable symmetry of the current density about
the central plane perpendicular to the wiggler (:) axis. as
will be mentioned in Section 11I. In the absence of tuning

111""NoING CORE we observe random field amplitude errors in the prototype

Fig i Geometr> of the mictowiggler test piece The coordinatie axes as of ±4%; this is a reasonable value. considering the very
weil is definjtions ut Jesun parameter-, ire shown The .rrous inscribed simple methods used in its construction.
on the copper winain. idicate the direction of current flow Random field errors as well as undesired systematic fi-

nite wiggler effects are sharply reduced by tuning. The
500^ .results of profile tuning experiments are shown in Fig. 5.

,so*- ,,,o, o., "" Fig. 5(a) is a plot of the prototype's on-axis magnetic field
,0oo tuned to a constant-amplitude profile. Random field errors

.3500-- PossoN are 0.4% rms. with a maximum deviation from the con-
0, 0 o.stant amplitude of 0.6%. Amplitude tuning has therefore

200C reduced random field errors by an order of magnitude.

* , " '50 Minor improvements in the tuning regimen should permit
E further reduction of random errors. perhaps to the level of

c, 0.2% rms. Fig. 5(b) is a measured profile demonstrating
. 10 2the capability of adiabatic field up-taper for improved

0 o' s (m 32 A W0 *" e-beam coupling into the wiggler. The magnet was dc en-

Fig NiiWggier lieO ampiitude as a function of current density. Measured ergized with about 0.5 A per coil (for a total of 8.0 A)
d,:a and Poisson calculations are shown, during the tuning and profile measurements.

Fig. 6 is a plot of the measured wiggler field profile
across the gap. along a line from poleface center to
poleface center. The data are again well-matched by the

- -" -' /'"N, -. ,Poisson code (using its standard permeability table) and
also well-represented by a hyperbolic cosine curve. in
agreement with expectations. The distance over which
measurements could be taken was restricted by the Hall

probe hitting the polefaces.
Heat generation, even under the pulsed conditions of

zI /I" I -'// MV the wiggler. is, of course, of major concern. A simple

_ .!' /. ~\,- I calculation shows that the 12R heating induced by the un-
derdamped waveform with maximum current !, , is
equivalent to that induced by a square pulse of height I,
and duration of 5 ms. Even with this long pulse, the max-
imum peak field value shown in Fig. 4 (4.6 kG) is not the
highest attainable field. At I - 57 A, (12R • 5 ms) cor-

7 - ,responds to a temperature increase of 80*C. We have
found the Formvar insulation to be reliable to around
100°C -80°C above the typical ambient temperature of

Fig. 3. Poisson-lenerated equipotenlial map for the MIT protolype. The 20oC so that (from a rough extrapolation of the measure-
field map shown corresponds to the linear / regi. ments of Fig. 4) 5-ms field pulses of 5 kG are clearly

attainable. For a wiggler of 50 periods a I 1.4-kA pulser
gap-to-period ratio: The field at a given point on the wig- is required in order to provide 57 A per coil. and, given
gler axis is the sum of contributions from many half-pe- the modest voltages involved (less than 0.5 kV). its con-
nod elements. The wiggler end effects are quite small struction poses no special difficulties. It is then reasonable
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1 loc. I11. Dh~SIG-s Discussio%

-700 1 To aid us in our design. we began by leaving out the
VW - ferromacnetic cores. Fig. 7 illustrates an infinite two-di-

Ct:.10^ ing current, of identical magnitude in a configuration that

-050 produces aperiodic magnetic field on the axis of the struc-

-1 ".I _jexpression for the magnetic field: An expression for the
field valid inside the wiggler gap (i.e.. between the two
planes of conductors) is

_______ .j I - . nirW4 W! -G )C901 B, X-sin-sin-( e-1')cGC '0: - ic to> 2o -I'
5- * .,%Id

cos~ 2ir: coish i;v

-c loc X
-c 30Z.~>n

c I2 2: 4 C b52 s

it') sin 2o:sinh 2r- (1

FiF 5 Meas.ure, w ipe, fite orohc ak~e lon ; the w ipplcr ( Iaxis.
mith tunin, A cvnmn:amt' zuoc prnfii is houn in aj The amplitudc Here r is the speed of light. j is the current densit\ in the
is constan, 1(,,: -.2 nc vt rn4X~rturn drsianon'of 0t A *linear windings. G is the gap spacing. X is the wiggler period-
ramp* proflic i- r" or it,~ vhicrh drinnstrrie, the capabilits, or adi-
abatic ur-taper br vgcier e-t'eai macii icity . T is the winding thickness in the * direction. and 14'

is the winding thickness in the : direction. with ( X -

14' )/2 as the core thickness to be inserted (see Fig. 7).
20CC.. This result illustrates well-kno-wn general properties of

1 S2 *0)SO' I planar wigglers: Exponential decrease in field magnitudes

~oc -- I.,c@,f~lwith increasing ( G/IX ) and the absence of even harmon ics
11 .2CC in the field. It is also interesting to note that 0I) has pre-

1.0DC isely the same form as the expression for the magnetic
S a &D field due to rare-earth cobalt (REC) magnets in the Hal-

o soc C.5 _bach configuration 18] to an overall multiplicative con-
c '00Z jtant (REC magnetization being analogous to electromag-
0.0 C _____________ net current). except that the REC magnetic field harmonics

-05 -C Ix -00aK 0 M 0150 a.250 fall off as I/In instead of I /W. Simulations reveal that a
Y CM finite structure with a current distribution symmetric in:-

Ft1. 6 Measured wiggle, held profile taken across the wiggler gap from and having half-width conductors at the ends produces a
polefaee center to poiefae center The data is nortnairzpd io the value field closelv modeled by (1) at points more than a couple
of the field at thte gap center A Poisson calculation of the field profile it fprosifo h nsoftesrcue
ahowit. as weli as the hN petbol ic cosine function that best hit the data. ofprdsifomtensofhetucr.

Equation (1) predicts that a pulsed-wire design with X
=1.0 cm. G - 0.5 cm. H' 0.211 cm. and T - 0.211

to claim 5.0 kG as a practical maximum attainable field cm (81 turns of 32 AWG wire per coil) will produce 68
from a full 5O-peniod wiggler in long-pulse operation. For G of magnetic field on axis per ampere of current. The
short-pulse operation. higher fields could be attained, but addition of ferromagneti- cores substantially increases
current and voltage requirements become formidable as B /I efficiency, and in fact will produce 150 G0/A as de-
the ferro-cores saturate. scribed in Section 11. Improved field per unit input current

For an extremelY short pulse duration and very high density is not the only reason for including ferro-cores:
fields. a pulsed-wire geometry with no ferro-cores may The ferro-cores can be embedded in an external matrix
well be preferable 171. Neliertheless. the ferro-core design formed with very high precision. thus precisely fixing the
can produce a 3-kG square pulse of 40 ms duration. while core positions. Inasmuch as fully two-thirds of the mag-

a reasonable pulsed-wire design could produce such a netic field in the linear B/H regime in our design is due
pulse for onl% a fifth of that time. Using more exotic. to induced magnetization currents in the ferro-cores. there
high-pu materials could likel% make attainable 3-kG pulses is great advantage in the field precision to be gained by
of 0. 1-s duration in a magnet with gap-to-period ratio of locating them precisely. Moreover. cumulative field pe-
0.5. riodicit% errors occurring in ferro-core/solid-conducOTo
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Wcooling time of the 5-mm-period structure is one-fourth

that of the 10-mm-period design.
77 [ The factor-of-four reduction in the cooling time permits

JJthe 5-mm-period device to operate at four times the pulse
repetition frequency of the 10-mm-period design. assum-
ing a fixed temperature increase per pulse. This more-

- ' flfl E ] l -- rapid pulsing rate is possible because the (LIR) rise timeF IJ J [is four times smaller in the smaller structure, and so the
time scale of the current waveform can be compressed.
Reducing the duration of each pulse by a factor of four

Fig 7 Two-dimensional planaeretru ctre without ero-corcs. The permits the doubling of the current density with no changecoordinate axes and parameter definitons arm shown. The structure is

taken to be infinite if extent along the .t direction (perpendicular to the in the temperature increase per pulse. so that the same
pagei. and to be intinite and penodic along the : direction (wiggler axsi. I B can be attained during the shorter pulse in the smaller
The conductors carry uniform currents of identical magnitude in the di- structure. This implies that the smaller structure can pro-

recions idicated. i. i-current into paper. I.' -current out of paper. duce magnetic field pulses of a given magnitude having

one-fourth the pulse length at four times the rate-so that
stack designs [2] are eliminated by embedding the cores the time-averaged I B attainable by the 10-mm-period
in an external matrix, which can only be done if the ferro- design can also be generated by a 5-mm-period wiggler.
cores extend beyond the conductors as in our design. Thus The wiggler parameter K (also called a,,) defined by
we see an additional advantage of placing the conductors [10]
at the polefaces and extending the cores beyond the con-
ductors. in addition to the saturation advantage described K = eB,, X,,
in Section II. 2imc(

The relative *'width- along the : axis of the ferro-cores
and wires was determined empirically by numerical sim- figures prominently in efficiency enhancement schemes
ulations: The width with the best saturation characteristic using wiggler tapering to maintain resonance as the elec-

was found, and then Twas reduced to the point where the trons' energy is radiated and -y decreases [10]:

B 'I efficiency in the linear regime was about 150 G/(A X,( I + (K-/2))
into 32 AWG coil wire). It was observed that increasing X., 2 -y: (4)
T for fixed wire diameter and ferro-core widths increased
B.' efficiency but lowered the field value at which satu- Our design permits high-precision wiggler amplitude
ration occurred. The B/ efficiency grew roughly linearly down-tapering. It must be noted, however, that for pe-
with T. and the product of the efficiency and the saturation nods much shorter than I cm. K becomes too small (e.g.,
field was roughly constant. K = 0.23 at X,, = 5 mm) so that amplitude tapering is of

We are also considering the construction of a 5-mm- dubious usefulness, since the "dynamic range" of K: is
period wiggler by using the geometry of our 10-mm-pe- then very limited.
riod prototype with all length factors reduced by a factor An important limitation of ferro-core electromagnet

of two. Simple scaling laws can be used to predict the wigglers is that they are largely incompatible with exter-
performance of geometrically similar designs (i.e.. all nally applied magnetic fields; e.g., a quadrupole field for
lengths scaled by the same factor.) Equation (I) shows beam focusing. This limitation can be circumvented in
the peak field magnitude scales as part by employing two-plane wiggler focusing schemes in

which the planar geometry is modified, such as poleface
shaping or poleface canting (I I], to obviate the need for

for the simple pulsed-wire design; it can easily be shown external focusing.
thit a ferro-core system in its linear B/H regime has the
same kind of scaling 19]. That is, the field magnitude IV. CONCLUSION
scales like tj "X . function invariant under length scale). We have built a four-period microwiggler prototype
The 5-mm-period design then requires twice the current with a 10.2-mm period and 5. 1-mm gap, using a design

* density to attain a given field level, compared to the 10- which permitted the attainment of 3.2 kG on-axis peak
mm-period design. Therefore to maintain a given field magnetic fields in the linear B/H regime while preserving
amplitude and given conductor temperature increase per good B/ efficiency for generation of long (40 ms at 3

, shot, field pulse durations must be reduced by a factor of kG) magnetic field pulses. In this regime, fine tufing of
four in the 5-mm-period design. the wiggler is readily achieved by varying the current in

The saturation field of the 5-mm-period design is the the individual elements. Fields exceeding 4.6 kG in the
same as that of the 10-mm-period design and the (LIR) saturated B/IH regime were observed. When precise tun-
rise time of the 5-mm-period structure (in the linear B/H ing of the wiggler is not an issue, the operation in the
regime) is one-fourth that of the 10-mm-period system. saturated regime may well yield magnetic fields as high
One can also prove that the characteristic conduction as 5 kG. A measured profile of the field taken along the

i
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wiggler axis shows good agreement with numerical sim- 19) J - Siater. presented a: the I Ith In:. Con!. Free Electron Laser%. Ne-

ulations. End effects are minimal. Tuning is shown to dra- pies. FL. 19119.

matically improve field uniformity, reducing random field po]. C.20 hll rEeso aer.N23or amlln 95
errors by an order of magnitude from ±4 % in the untuned IIl] K. E. Robinson and D. C. Quimby. in Proc. IEEE Particle Accel

profile to ±~0.4% in the tuned case. A measured profile Cpf(ahntn C.11.v 2

of the field taken across the wiggler gap also shows good
agreement with computational predictions. FRichard Stoner was bore on November 25. 1954
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law topreicttheperormnceof geog). Cambndge. where he is a Ph.D. degree cngeneral scaling lastLreittepefraceo e didate in physics. engaged in the development of
omnetrically similar design with a 5-mm period and 2.5- a inicrowiggler-based. visible-wavelength free
mm gap. We showi that the smaller structure should be electron laser at the Brookhaven National Latio-

able to produce the same time-averaged magnetic field as raor Accelerator Test Facilit.

the 10-mm period design in pulsed-mode operation.
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MIT MICROWIGGLER
FEL PROJECT

R. Stoner, S.C. Chen, and G. Bekefi
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

o MICROWIGGLER - an FEL wiggler of

period 1-10 mm

Useful Attributes:

- Compactness
- High-frequency output radiation

per unit input electron energy

o TUNABILITY - provides for:

- Reduction of random amplitude
fluctuations

- Field amplitude tapering
- Wiggler entrance e-beam match-

ing
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MIT MICROWIGGLER
PROTOTYPE

o Type: pulsed electromagnet with
ferromagnetic cores; each half-
period is independently tunable

o Attributes:

X= 10.2 mmW

G= 5.1 mm
4 periods
Bmaxobserved= 4.6 kG

o Attainable rep-rate (0.5 msec, 5
kG pulses) > 1 Hz
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On-Axis Peak Field vs. Current

MIT Microwiggler Prototype

5000-

4500 Measured

~ 00POISSON 0

00

3500

3000

2500

t 2000 Slope = 150 G/ampere

c 1500 Current pulses equiv. to
5.4 msec flattop

S1000

500
0

0 10 20 30 40 50
Current per coil (into 32 AWG wire)



Tuned Magnetic Field Profile
Amplitude Std. Dev. = 0.4%

Maximum Dev. = 0.6%

1.0 -

0.8 -

-~0.6

-0

0.4
-0.2

01.0~

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
z mm

Measured Wiggler Field: On-Axis Profile

o Peak Amplitudes were tuned to a constant value

o Standard deviation from the mean: 0.4

o Maximum deviation from the mean: 0.6

o With improved potentiometers, a maximum

deviation of 0.2f will be readily attainable



Tuned Magnetic Field Profile
Linear Ramp

1.0

0.8

0.6

.4: 0.4
0.2

Cd 0.0

CU -0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8
-1.0

ittij'lI lit' I l"'''I • ' ' I liji I t

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
z/mm

Measured Wiggler Field: On-Axis Profile

o Peak amplitudes were tuned to a 'linear ramp'
profile (peak amplitude ratios of 0.25:0.5:0.75:1.0)

o Proves that high-precision adiabatic up-tapering
or down-tapering can be implemented with a
wiggler of this design
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Coil Temperature as a Function

of Coil Current

100

NESLAB temp. setting = 5°C

20°C above room temp <=> 0.75 A DC
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MIT Microwiggler
X= 8.8 mm, G = 4.4 mm

70 periods

On-Axis Peak Field vs. Current
20-period Subsection
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II

MIT Microwiggler

Mid-Wiggler Amplitude Profile
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MICROWIGGLER PULSER

CONTROL COMPUTER SCR TRIGGERCCT

ROGOWSKI
COIL

CHARGING PFN
PS

WIGGLER AND TUNING
RESISTORS

o Maximum Peak Current = 20 kA
o Shot-to-Shot Stability 0.1% RMS
o Rep-rate ~ 0.3 Hz
o Max. Voltage = 600 V.



MIT/BNL MICROWIGGLER FEL COLLABORATION
IS CURRENTLY UNDER CONSTRUCTION

" e-beam (BNL ATF):
0.3 mm radius, A//-) < .001
Normalized emittance -6 mm-mrad
50 A, 6 psec micropulses, 100 per 1 psec

macropulse, at 50 MV
SLAC-style RF linac with photocathode

" Wiggler (MIT):
8.8 mm period, 70 periods, each half-period
tunable

4.4 mm gap, planar geometry
Uniform axial field profile, ends tapered

for zero displacement and steering
Operating magnetic field level >5 kG
Tuneable to accuracy of <0.5%

" Output radiation:
532 nm
100 MW intracavity power, 10% out-

coupling: 10 MW peak output
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CONCLUSIONS

o The MIT microwiggler prototype produced on-
axis magnetic fields of nearly 5 kG. Tuning
was used to reduce random and systematic
wiggler errors to < 0.5%. Temperature meas-
urements show that 0.5 msec, 5 kG pulses
can be produced at 1 Hz at an operating
temperature of 40 0C above room temperature.

o We are collaborating with the Brookhaven
National Laboratory to develop a X = 532 nm
FEL using a 70-period microwiggler and a
50 MeV RF LINAC. Preliminary simulati6ns
show that oscillator operation is attainable.

o We have made preliminary measurements of
a 20-period subsection of the MIT microwig-
gler. Saturation characteristics are accepta-
ble and field uniformity without tuning is
around 1% RMS.
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